Coronary computed tomography as a cost-effective test strategy for coronary artery disease assessment - a systematic review.
Cardiovascular imaging imparts a huge burden on healthcare spending. Coronary CT angiography (CCTA) may provide a cost effective means of diagnosing coronary artery disease (CAD) and reducing downstream cost of testing. We performed a systematic search of literature for randomized controlled trials or prospective or retrospective non-randomized comparative studies or case series, decision analytic models and technology reports in which some or all of the patients underwent CCTA and looking at the cost effectiveness, comparative effectiveness and downstream test utilization associated with the use of CCTA. We found 42 articles matching our criteria. CCTA either as first line or as a layering test may represent a cost effective strategy for initial evaluation of patients with CAD prevalence of 10%-50% in both near-term and long-term diagnostic periods. For CAD prevalence ≥70%, ICA as initial test may represent cost effective strategy for diagnosis of stable chest pain. CCTA may represent cost-effective strategy when performed as a layering test to equivocal initial stress imaging before performing ICA. Use of CCTA is cost- and time-effective strategy for evaluation of low risk (<30% CAD prevalence) acute chest pain patients in emergency department and can be used for safe exclusion of acute coronary syndrome (ACS). Use of coronary calcium score as an initial test may require further evidence to be deemed cost-effective strategy. CCTA may represent a cost effective and may be associated with less downstream testing for diagnosis of stable chest pain patients in low to intermediate risk patients whereas for low risk acute chest pain patients, use of CCTA is associated with expedited patient management, less cost and safe exclusion of ACS.